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Abstract
Vamous ’new suburb’ land use designs have recently been proposed to address a number of soQal and
environmental problems, mdudmg the dominance of automobile travel Transportation benehts are to
be accomphshed by reduang the surface street distance between Iocatlons, mlxang land uses, and
promoting walking, bicycling and transit via redesigned streets and street-scapes That auto travel will
fall ~s a largely unchallenged premise of these designs, though what httle evidence exists is either weak
or contrary. Thls paper presents a sunple behavioral model to explain why. Generally speaking, driving
is both dmcouraged and faclhtated m the new suburbs, with the net effect being an empirical matter. In
parttcular, both the number of automobile trips and vebacle-rmles traveled can actually increase with an
increase in access, such as a move to a more gnd-hke land use pattern. Whatever the merits of
neotrad~taonal and transit-oriented designs, and there are many, their transportataon benefits have thus
been oversold. Each development must be evaluated on a case by case basis to determine whether its net
impact on auto use is positive or negative An analytical framework for doing so is suggested.

*I am grateful to M. Beallet, M. Boarnet, S Bollens, R. Gakenhelmer, D Plckrell, S Ryan, and L. Takahashl
for very helpful comments on an earher version, and to the U.S. Department of Transportation and the
UnaversRy of Calfforraa Transportataon Center for hnancaal support



"A street is a street, and one hves there m a certain way not because arcbatects
have imagined streets m certain ways" (Culot and Kr~er, 1978, p 42)

I. Introduchon

Planning prachhoners and traffic engineers are increasingly enamored of a new and httle studied

school of urban design. Often lumped under the umbrella label of Neotradltlonal Town Planning, these

amblhous efforts have accepted the challenge of rethinking the relahonshW between form, scale, and

movement m modem suburban environments The most wslble proponents have been architects,

especLally the Miami team of Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk (1991, 1992), best known for

their work on the community of Seaside, Florida, and San Francisco-based Peter Calthorpe (1993), the

author of the ’pedestnan pocket’ concept. 1 Whde the proposals and projects differ m many respects,

they share an emphasis on estabhslung a sense of commumty often missing m newly developed

neighborhoods, m large part by rruxlng land uses and getting people out 6f their cars and onto the street

The street pattern has played a central role in many of these designs and discussions, and a growing

number of policy documents embrace a gr~d-hke layout as a dlrect means of reducing automobile travel.

The grid has thus experienced a rebirth of sorts, m part because it Is perhaps the single ’new suburb’

feature most compahble with both standard subdivision regulations and tradlhonal prachce (Reps, 1965,

Ryan and McNally, 1994). The problem for planners and residents ahke is that transportahon problems

may worsen rather than improve as a result. T~s paper argues that whde many elements of the new

destgns hkely do d~scourage driving for some kinds of trips, the aggregate effect is uncertain

It is easy for neotradlhonal complaints regarding cars and neighborhood form to get our

attenhon. Cars do pollute the alr and eat up our hme, whatever their overall value m a mobile society

They hkewlse tend to monopohze the ’pubhc space’ of the street, h~stoncally a key element of the socml

fabric (Appleyard, 1981, Lynch, 1981; Kostof, 1992) Even freshly built neighborhoods seem to lack

charm, and perhaps m certain respects functlonahty as well. In place of the friendly front porch of older

hines, for example, the mare exterior feature of new resldenhal developments Is most often the garage

door (Southworth and Owens, 1993). It can be difficult to argue that many new developments possess

true ’neighborhoods" m the socaal sense, as there is httle m their physical surroundings to hnk resldents

prlvately or pubhdy beyond broad streets and the common architectural theme of their homes.2

The new proposals are also qmte am_table. They are easy on the eyes, for one thing, and self-
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consaously fam:har To coax people to walk more, the designers reahzed that ne:ghborhoods must be

more pleasant to walk through and destinations must be closer A major contmbut:on of the path breaking

work m this field was to recogmze that the prototyplcal New England or Southern small town fits the bill

quite well 3 Some survey evMence suggests that many suburbamtes prefer to hve m such towns, or at least

m commumtms resembhng them (Inman, 1993), and this is more or less what neotra&t:onal plans try 

deh ver A phys:cal env:ronment anv:tmg neighborhood mterachon, rather than obstructing at, and land

use and street patterns perrmttmg more travel by foot, all m a manner and appearance consistent w~th our

collective sense of the tra&tmnal small town.4 In prmaple, the new designs thus confirm, rather than

challenge, how many people feel about where and how they would hke to lave

The m~pacts of such tl*unkmg on professmnal practice have, roughly speakang, followed two hnes

One is prmc:pally ’arcl’utectural’ m the sense that des:gn and scale elements donunate. The commumty of

SeasMe, for example, is justly noted for the clapboard beauty of its homes, wl’ute picket fence character,

and weathered old-town feel, though :t :s barely ten years old (Dunlop, 1989, Mahoney and Easterhng,

1991) The look Is sensitive to local context, however The newer and larger Duany/Plater-Zyberk project

of Kentlands, m Galthersburg, Maryland, is based on the mid-Atlantic look and feel of Annapohs and

Georgetown In ad&tlon, Calthorpe has stressed the importance of bringing human scale not only to

mdavMual housing tracts, but also to the hnkages between resldentlal and commerc:al actavltms

(Calthorpe, 1993). The renewed emphasis on front porches, sidewalks and common commun:W areas 

spatial focal points are the most vlmble examples, as well as the half-mrle w:de ’village scale’ of each

corm~umty The last feature is strongly remlmscent of the "neaghborhood unit’ approach to planning first

popularized in the 1920s and 1930s (Perry, 1939, Dahir, 1947, Banerlee and Baer, 1984)

The second major area an which these designs have found popular acceptance :s transportatmn

policy Pubhc complaints regarding automobile congestion and air quahty have left planners :ntensely

receptive to new ways of reducing car use, yet the:r optlons are lmuted. Mass trans:t :s balloorung m cost,

and conventlonal transportatmn planning strateg:es have not changed the affection most people continue



Illustration 1: Seaside, Florida (Photo: Xawer Igleslas, © Duany/Plater-Zyberk)



Illustration 2: Photo of Laguna West, Cahforrua (Photo: Calthorpe Assoaatos)



Gu~del~e 1J:

STREET AND -
CIRCUI~TION SYSTEM

Illustrahon 3: Pedestrian Pocket vs. Standard Development Design

From "Transat Ortented Development Guidelines," p0 18, C~ty of San Diego (1992), Calthorpe Assoaates.



to feel for their cars (Gluhano, 1989, Deakln, 1991, Wachs, 1993a, 1993b) A fundamental change m land

use patterns is seen as a potentially more prormsmg tool, and ttus tdea has found Its way into an increasing

number of public planning and pohcy documents aamed at Improving alr quahty vla land

use/transportation hnkages (e.g, see San Diego (1992), Los Angeles (1993) and San Bernardmo (1993)).

Perhaps the most typical transportatlon feature of this new desagn trend has been a grad-lake street layout,

m contrast to the conventlonal ’loopy’ cul-de-sac pattern The mare intent is to shorten trap lengths for

pedestraans as well as increase commumty leglbflRy 5 The conclusion that auto travel will decrease an

more compact and grld-hke land use developments as so appealing it has been reported as a vu’tual fact m

wrtually all dascussaons of neotradltaonal design pmncaples.6 The strong appeal of neotra&tlonal planning

as that m some respects, then, at kalls two bards with one very attractave stone

Thas paper focuses on the conventaonal neotradatlonal wisdom that a return to a grid orculatlon

pattern has unambiguous transportataon benefits The popularaty and growing influence of these

planitmg theoraes on commumty transportataon and land-use pohcy justafles the attentaon, espeoally since

what httle evidence exists regarding the transportation benefits of the grid pattern as weak at best, and

contradictory at worst. As shown m the following section, the most consastent empirical findang has been

that a change in land use increasing ’access’, measured any number of ways, invariably leads to shorter

trips --- a result foUowmg essentially by defirutlon. A measurable impact of access on induced behavior,

such as trip frequency, mode spht or total travel has proven more elusive In some cases, trip frequency

has risen with tmproved access rather than fallen In other instances, varlataon in access has had no

measurable effect on travel patterns other than average trip length.

The discussion and analysis below offer both an explanation for these somewhat contrary results

and a framework for consastently evaluating the net travel impacts of changing land use patterns, such as

the new suburban designs. Generally speakang, neotra&tlonal desagns in part both promote and

discourage auto use, with the net effect being mixed. The analysis suggests the generic transportataon

benefits of neotradataonal and transat-orlented desagns have been oversold, and that each development

must be carefully evaluated on a case-by-case basas to determine whether ats net impact on auto use as
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posltlve or negative

Note the paper does not argue that neotradltlonal or transat-based urban and suburban designs are

wrom.g headed. On the contrary, it is easy to be enthusiastic about the thoughtful and lmagmatwe ways

they provoke planners to rettunk the physlcal and aesthetic orgaruzatlon of both residential and m~xed-

use space. Neither does the paper Imply these plans necessarily lack transportation benefits. Rather, it

demonstrates that such benefits are not self-ev~dent, dependmg as they do on the particular mlx of

features m each development The primary purpose of this paper as to identify the source of the

mlsunderstandmg, and suggest a framework for evaluatmg the various design features by measurmg

their net benefits more rehably

The story has two man parts The next section revaews the hterature on the transportation benefits

of neotradltlonal designs, concluding that past work is eather mcomplete or problematic Wl’ule these

designs are typically promoted as hawng transportataon benefits In every element, the ewdence is mixed at

best The foUowmg section then clanhes how street patterns affect travel behawor, and what that lmphes

for efforts to measure the transportation benefits of new suburbs An appendix contams a more detailed

presentatlgn of the man argument, adaptmg the mtultlon to a speafic empirical framework

2. Streets, Travel and Access: The Literature

The promise of nearly all new suburban design strategies has mcluded a reductaon m

automobile use (e g, Duany and Plater-Zyberk, 1992, Calthorpe, 1993) Tl’us is to be accomphshed 

reduang the surface street distance between locataons, mix, ng land uses, and supportmg alternative

transportation modes such as walking, blcydmg and tra n,,it In many cases, a narrowmg of streets and

changes m the street-scape to reduce auto access and bu.ld at a more human scale are also plan

components The mtent is to mcrease the mteract~on of re,,,dents by mcreasmg pedestrian traffic, as

well as to reduce a~r pollution and traffic congestzon problem,,, Neotradltlonal designs thus often

feature elements of both transit-based and grld-hke arculatxon patterns, which make more efficient use

of neighborhood streets and improve overall neighborhood access

A prmapal goal m each case Is to move many trap destmataons wltl’un walkmg distance to homes

The higher densities and mcreased mlxmg of land uses accomphshmg this also allow mdlvlduals to

accomphsh more wlth each local trip. The tbankang is that these elements, alone and m tandem, will
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encourage people to walk more and so enjoy their neighborhoods more (See the accompanying

dlagrams and photograph of the cnrculatlon patterns m Seaside ) In some cases, these features are

expected to encourage increased use of transit for commuting, which also ~nvoIves pedestrsan travel to

and from transit stops and stations In esther instance, st ss typically assumed that resldents wdl both

take fewer trips and drive fewer miles overall (Calthorpe, 1993, Duany and Plater-Zyberk, 1992).

The available evidence on these questmns ss difhcult to synthesize, as the hterature commonly

addresses aesthetlc, sooal and transportation sssues simultaneously In addRmn, the various design

types grouped under the rubric of Neotra&tlonal Town Planning &ffer m fundamental respects, often

makang generahzatlons about the style as a whole mapproprsateo As our interest ~s with transportation

issues, the following discussion focuses on those dessgn attmbutes meant to influence travel At the rusk

then of lgnonng some chstmgu~sbang traits, and overemphaslzmg others, we charactersze ’new suburb’

designs as those attempting to mfluence travel behavmr m at least three ways.7

Land uses will be better integrated, thus reducing the number of trips,

The effectsve travel &stance between any two points will fall, and

Pedestrian- and transit-oriented features will be promoted over car-oriented features

The success of the first of these will clearly depend on a number of factors, lnctudmg the compat~blhty

of both land uses and trip purposes. This ’mixed-use’ argument is straightforward, and the paper does

not address it.8

Rather, the paper sorts out the behavmral impacts of the last two features regarding the travel

impacts of changes m orculatlon patterns° Two problems with these arguments are Immediately

apparent Available supportive evidence Is scanty, and most studles are grounded on esther questionable

assumptmns or comparisons of dlsslmllar communRms Studms of actual neotra&tional developments

have not been pubhshed, as few developments are fully built out at this time Hence, even careful

quantitative evaluatmns tend to be based on either hypothetical sltuatmns, as m the case of engineering

slmulatsons, or data obtained from older "tradltmnal’ commumtles sharing some charactemstlcs with
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Illustration 4a: Street Network, Seasade Master Plan (Duany/Plater-Zyberk)

\

Illustratlort 4b: Pedestrian Network, Seamde Master Plan (Duany/Plater-Zyberk)



Illustrat~on 4c" Aerial Photo of Seaslde (Photo: Michael Moran)



proposed ’neotra&tional’ commumties The three methodological approaches used thus far include

Simulation studies, descraptive studies, and analytical studies based on observed behav:or Those studies

supportive of the ’grad patterns reduce car use’ result tend to have serious flaws, such as assurrung trlp

frequencaes do not vary from one design to another or falhng to isolate the independent influence of the

street pattern on travel behavior They are braefly reviewed below

Slmulatlon Studies

Peter Calthorpe’s (1993) assertions regarding the transportation benefits of has suburban designs

depend heavily on a simulation study by Kulash, Anghn and Marks (1990) finding that traditional grad-

lake circulation patterns reduce vetucle rrules traveled (VMT) by 57 percent compared to more

conw,’ntlonal networks. The usefulness of this result as limited, however, as the authors assume trap

frequencaes are fixed. They also assume average travel speeds are slower’in a grad-based network, which

~n turn requires nonstandard street design standards Calthorpe (1993) and Duany and Plater-Zyberk

(1992) often ment:on their desire to slow cars down, via narrower streets and reduced parking, but not all

designs do -- particularly where they must comply with conventional traffic engmeerang standards

The more elaborate simulation studies of McNally and Ryan (1993) slrrularly report less driving 

a rect, hnear grid street system, yet they also assume trap frequencies are unchanged. As a consequence,

the result more or less follows dlrecfly from the statement of the problem As you move trip or:gins and

destinations doser together, wtuch the grid system does, the length of the trap must decrease The

unanswered quest:on is whether the number of traps as also affected by the change an trip length The lack

of a transparent behaworal framework a problem shared by most engineering slmulatlons, and the

negle,3 of tr:p generation :ssues makes the conclusions of both sets of studies difficult to assess

Descriptive Studies

Another study often used to document the transportation merits of traditional or neotradltional

street patterns as the descmptlve work of Friedman, Gordon and Peers (1992). Wl’ule their work is not

analyl lcal, it does have the dual advantage of addressing the question of trip generation and being based

on actual behav:or, rather than simulations. Working from household travel surveys m the San Franasco

Bay Area, the authors categorize the observations into elther ’Standard Suburban’ or ’Traditional’,
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depending on whether each area possessed a hierarchy of roads and highly segregated land uses (the

former) or had more of a street grid and mixed uses (the latter) They then compared travel behavior 

the two groups Average auto trip rates were about 60 percent l’ugher m the ’Standard Suburban’ zones

for all trips, and about 30 percent tugher for home-based nonwork trips It is impossible to separate out

the relative importance of the many differences between the groups of communities, however, and thus to

Identify how much of the observed behavior is influenced by the street configuration alone. The

"Tradltlonal’ areas included those wlth employment and commercial centers, and with close proximity to

transit networks servlang major employment centers, such as downtown San Franasco and Oakland

In a quahtahvely Slrmlar kind of comparison, but one restricted to residential neighborhoods of

similar ages and other characteristics, Handy (1992b, 1992c) found survey evidence that more grld-hke

con~nuraties m the San Francisco Bay Area generated more local automobile trips rather than fewer She

also provides hmlted evidence that VMT are greater in traditional areas for certain types of trips, but without

much explanation. In addition, while the number of walkang trips per survey respondent was tughest in

neotradltlonal-type communities, "it could not be determined whether these walking trips replace or are m

addition to driwng trips" (Handy, 1992c, p 266). The relationship between different types of trips remains

unclear m these simple comparisons of average trips per day per person, by mode, across commuruties

broadly characterized as traditional or modem. (Handy also estimated models of pedestrian behavior for

her sample, but with httle success.)

Analytical Studies

Holtzclaw (1994) recently examined the issue somewhat more directly, by measuring the influence

of neighborhood characterlshcs on auto use and transportation costs generally The neighborhood

cha:ractemstlcs used in the study are residential densRy, household income, household size, and three

constructed radices" ’Transit accessibility’, ’pedestrian accesslbihty’, and ’neighborhood shopping’. These

are m turn used to explmn the pattern of two measures of auto use: the number of cars per household, and

total VMT per household. The data are from. the 1990 U S Census of Population and Housing for 28

Cahforma commumtles. The reported regression coefficient on density in each case is -0.25, suggesting that

doubhng the density w~ll reduce both the number of cars per household and the VMT per household by

about 25 percent. The results also argue that a doubling of ’transnt access’, defined as the number of bus and
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rail seats per hour weighted by the share of the population wlthm a quarter-rmle of the transit stop, will

reduce the number of autos per household and the VMT per household by nearly 8 percent Changes :n the

degree of ’pedestrian access’ -- based on street patterns, topography, and traffic 9 -- or ’neighborhood

shopping’ had no significant effect on the dependent variables m this sample, however The street

conhguration as only one component of the pedestrian access measure, so th~s result does not In Rself imply

that a more grid hke pattern has no impact on VMT or number of autos

A 1993 study of Portland, Oregon, Is similar m approach to the Holtzclaw report, but has the

advantage of using household level survey data (1000 Friends, 1993) The analysis also attempts to explain

the pattern of VMT, as well as the number of ve}ucle traps, using household size, household income, the

number of cars m the household, the number of workers m the household, and constructed measures of the

’pedestrian environment’, ’auto access’ and ’transit access’ The auto and transit access variables were

deftned as sample measures of the number of jobs available wRkun a given commute time: 20 minutes by

car and 30 minutes by transit. As an example, an increase m 20,000 jobs within a 20 manute commute by

car was estimated to reduce dally household VMT by half a rmle whale increasing the number of da:ly auto

trips by one-tenth of a trap The same increase in jobs wltl’un a 30 minute commute by transit reduced daily

VMT a bat more, at six-tenths of a male, and decreasing the number of dally car trips by one-tenth of a trip

The pedestrian access variable was more complex, based on an equal weighting of subjective

evaluations of four charactenst:cs an each of 400 zones in Portland. Ease of street crossangs, sidewalk

continuity, whether local streets were primarily grads or a cul-de-sacs, and topography The hnal score

for each zone ranged from a low of 4 to a }ugh of 12, with 12 being the most pedestrian friendly The

regression model reported that an increase of one step in this index, from 4 to 5 say, decreased the daily

household VMT by 0 7 males, and decreased the dady car trips by 0.4 trips These point estimates are used

to predict the Lrnpacts of changes m the independent variables, such as access to employment by transit.

Although tbas result as consistent wlth the theory that more pedestrian frlendly and transit oriented

development will reduce both car trip frequency and overall auto travel, at does not directly measure the

effects of street patterns. The difhculty as that the impacts of a grid over an alternative street pattern is not

separated out from the ’sidewalk’, ’street crossing’ and topography vanableso

In a related look at how access affects trap generation wit}un urban areas, Hanson and Schwab (1987)

present evidence for Sweden that better access, measured as more retail and service establishments within a



specified &stance, decreases the proportion of trips by automobile However, they found little or no

influence of access on overall trip frequency, and hence on VMT Another set of studies looks at the impact

of ~esadent~al densltms and .development near transit stations on transat ndershap. These are summamzed an

Cel vero (1993, 1994) and Holtzclaw (1994), and mainly condude that people are more hkely to make use 

transat the closer stations are to their home and where they work Thus, transit ndershap as posat~vely

related to the densaty of both residential developments and employment sites near stations

In sum, the studaes measuring both trip frequency and VMT m graded cornnrnunatles have found

that auto use Is eather higher or no different than m comparable nongrld settings (Hanson and Schwab,

1987, Handy, 1992b, 1992c). Most other work has assumed trip frequencies fall or do not change, or the

data are msuffloently dlsaggregated In virtually each case, a straightforward framework for sorting

out the independent effects of each component of nelghborhood design on travel behavior as lacking

All three groups of studaes have lumped several design and travel charactenstacs together, making

concluslons about the travel propertaes of mdlviduaI street and nelghborhood design features

lrnpossable to Isolate. The dearest pitfall as the fmlure to separate out the effects of a gnd-hke orculataon

pattern, which m prmople increases access for both cars and pedestrians, from the effect of street wldth

and street-scape features exphotly antended to slow cars and reduce traffic The next sectaon clarifies

this first point, how more access can lead to more travel m all modes. In so doing, the chscusston

identifies the rnam behavaoral parameters designers should account for m thear plans.

3. Measurln8 ~he Travel Impacts of Improved Access

This paper offers both an explanation for these ,~omewhat contrary results and a framework for

consistently evaluating the net travel arnpacts of changing land use patterns, such as the new suburban

designs The mare result as simple, and well known to tran,,portatlon analysts in other contexts (e g,

Domenew.h and McFadden, 1975; Wachs, 1993b), yet has been mexphcably overlooked m past evaluataons

of the transportation benefits of neotrad~tlonal plans Any nelghborhood configuration of land uses and

street patterns lrnprovmg local access will also increase tnp frequenoes, perhaps enough to rncrease

overall travel. The consequence Is that a change ar~ land use improving cornnrnuruty access, even ff transit-

and pedestrian-oriented access Improve the most, may not reduce auto travel In contrast to the

conventional wisdom, it may well increase ~t Moreover, even if travel by car falls with amprovernents m
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access, ignoring the bagher trip frequency assooated wRh more open orculatlon patterns is mlsleadmg as

,t overstates the potenlaal transportation benefits of the deslgn

The hterature on thetransportatlon impacts of neotrad,tlonal design has yet to employ a strong

conceptual framework when investigating these issues, making both supportive and contrary empirical

results difficult to interpret. In particular, an analysis of trip frequency and mode cho, ce requires a

discussion of the demand for trips, but thas is often lacking m land use studies at even a superfioal level

That approach would permat us to explore the behavioral queslaon, for example, of how a change m trip

distance influences the md~vldual desire and ability to take trips by each mode The tools of

mlcroeconorrucs prowde perhaps the most straightforward framework for such a d, scusslon, by

emphasizing how overall resource constraints enforce tradeoffs among avallable alternatives, such as

travel modes, and how the relative attraclaveness of those alternalaves m turn depends on relalave costs,

such as trip times (e g, Domencich and McFadden, 1975)

The discussion below abstracts from the many other aspects of this topic to address the effect of

improved access on travel dlstance, trip frequency, and mode spht. Three sets of assumptions focus the

analys~s on the queslaons at hand:

® "Access’ is interpreted solely as a price or cost characterlslac, related to trip length 10

Travel behavior is described by a standard mlcroeconormc model of individual demand.

New suburban designs are assumed to reduce the dmtance required to make any local trip

In a sense, the last assumption characterizes these designs as a compression of exlslang land use patterns

whtch, most parlacularly, shnnk the effective travel dmtances between potenlaal nodes. Compared to an

alternative design, this Improvement m access has three somewhat countervmhng effects. It reduces the

absolute cost of a trip m each mode, Lt may change the relalave cost of each mode, and it increases the

purchasing power of any mdlvadual making that trip by free,rig up tame and money resources Although

the hterature on neotradltlonaI design has tended to suggest otherwme, the first and tl-ard of these will

typically increase the demand for trips m all modes rather than reduce ,t. 11 The second may or may not

The presumpt, on would be that pedestrian travel could become more attractive m comparison wRh

drlwng than before, through the desagn of better pathways and so on.

As benchmarks, the potenlaal effects of the price changes on mode choice are illustrated m Charts
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1, 2 and 3 for traps by car and by foot 12 For any given tnp frequency these plot the cost of a trap, for some

unspecified purpose, against trip length This cost summarizes all the relevant features of the tr~p,

1no] udmg the aesthettc aspects so cratlcal to the neotradltlonal planners The purpose of the trip has

obvxous lmphcatlons for the relative merats of walking and droving, and how those merits vary with the

length of the trip As often noted, people rarely walk to the grocery store when they can drive. Each chart

assumes that the margmal cost of travel is everywhere rising, both the total trip cost and the marginal cost

of walking are initially lower than for dravlng, and the cost of walkmg rases more qu~ckty than for droving

Hence people will tend to walk for short traps, and drive for longer trips, all things considered. These

ldeahzatlons are intended only to clarify how access can influence the means of travel

Chart I presents an initial sltuatmn, wildly slmphfied for the sake of leg~bfllty For short trips,

watkang is the preferred mode. When the cost of (or time required for) the trip gets to a certain point,

however, this person prefers to drive. In the example, that cost is labeled" c~ and corresponds to a trap of

length 6. For trips of distance 6 or more, say one quarter of a mile, it is less costly overall to drive and

the car becomes the best mode The lower envelope of the two total cost curves is the mode demand

curve at any distance. I3 Hence, any change m land use patterns that reduces trip length from above to

below 6 wall substltute pedestrmn traffic for automobile traffic, for this trip.

By characterizing the change m land-use patterns as a decrease m the cost of a trip to a certain

&stance, the relatlve attractiveness of driving versus walking depends on the relative change m the cost of

each Charts 2 and 3 Illustrate two such cases. The cost of traveling any given distance decreases for both

modes m each example. An asterask denotes the post-improvement trip cost, so that walking traps to any

distance have fallen from a cost of w to w*. In Chart 2, the pedestrian cost falls the most at any distance, so

that the trip length where modes change (~ *) becomes longer, l.e, ~ < 6 * For any given number 

traps, the mode spht now features more traps by walking and fewer by car than before. Thls is conmstent

wath the work on pedestrian travel by Untermann (1984), Guy and Wrigley (1987), and 1000 Fmends

(1993), all of whom show that walkang trips rise with an improvement m pedestraan access



CHART 1° A COMPARISON OF THE COST OF WALKING AND DRWING BY TRIP LENGTH
In this example, walking is the least cost mode for trips shorter than 6 miles.

Trip
Cost

w~3aug

~
~ automobile

Distance

CHART 2: THE NEW SUBURB -- TRIP COSTS FALL FOR BOTH MODES.
An example where auto travel costs fall less than walling costs,

so maximum walkang trip length nses from 6 to 6 *

Trip
Cost

c~

w a

w*

a*

5 5"
Distance
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This is not the only poss:ble outcome, however New suburban designs also promise to improve

c:rculahon and reduce congestion for automobde travel, and designers have rarely if ever exphcltly

compared how these :mprovements compare with the value of pedestrian-oriented features of the

cornrnuraty It Is possfble that the gnd-hke clrculahon pattern character:stlc of many neotradlhonal

deslgns could generate the result shown m Chart 3, where a reduchon m street congeshon and other

changes lower per-mile auto travel costs the most In some instances the change in automobde

circulahon is the focus of the design.

The other :mphcahon of new suburban deslgn which can be suggested m these s:mple d~agrams :s

that the length of a parhcular trip -- e g, to the bookstore or the park --wdl decrease, regardless of wbach

mode is used and however trap length is measured. Better access leads to shorter trips :n each mode

Whde many of the travel-oriented components of neotra&honal neighborhood designs are aimed

at encouraging pedestrian and transit travel, they often also include changes m street patterns which will

reduce the &stances requared to drive between locahons. Wdl tl’us lead to more walking and less droving,

as promased’; The charts above suggest the net impact on mode choice is amb:guous, except where the

(tamc~ and money) cost of non-auto modes are reduced the most. What cannot be eas:ly answered w:th

these figures is the impact of improved access on total tr:p generahon, and thus on the total amount of

travel by mode. Depenchng on how relahve access changes, more traps are likely generated m some

modes, mdudmg possibly car travel. Even in those cases where better access translates into a shift from

cars to pedestr:an travel for preexisting trips, new traps by car may result m response to the lower cost per

trip. Whether the total level of driving ~ trip frequency hmes trap length ~ rises or falls therefore

depends on how these two components compare. If the number of automob:le trips increases by more

than average tr:p length declines, a result opposite to the neotradlhonal promise is obtained

The Appendix presents a formal argument :denhfymg the basic tradeoffs that make the impact of

neotradlhonal street patterns on auto use ambiguous. That analysis examines the effect of a decrease m



CHART 3. An example where per-rmle auto costs decrease more than walkmg costs,
so maximum watkang tnp length falls from 6 to ~ *

Trip
Cost

Dmtance
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trip cost on automobile trips, on walking traps, on males traveled by automobile, on males traveled

walking, and on aggregate travel However, the mare idea can be presented somewhat more plainly as

follows A change In the tithe required for a trap by any particular mode may affect the number of traps

desired in all modes° It does this m two ways By affecting the relative cost of a trap m each mode (m

economic terms, the ’substitution’ effect), and by affecting the remalmng time and money available for

travel (the "income’ effect) A reductxon m the ttrne and convemence reqtured for a trip by foot will both

Increase the attraction of walking versus other modes, wl’ule it also increases the amount of time available

for travel by all modes (Handy, 1991). As it becomes easier to walk, owing to a better system 

wal, kways, shorter distances, better landscaping, etc, we thus expect people to substitute walking traps for

car trips. Put another way, we usually expect the substitution effect to dorrunate, so the demand curve for

travel by any given mode is downward sloping Indeed, this posslbihty Is often mentioned as the

predicted outcome of the grad-hke land use patterns associated wlth neotradltlonal neighborhood design.

The conventional assessment ~gnores a cratlcal part of the story, however° Perhaps the main point

of this paper is that tbas same argument applies to travel by car The increase in access assocaated with

neotradRlonal neighborhood design typically reduces the cost of travel for all modes. A move to a gr~d-

lake street pattern will shorten the driving distances between any two locations, thus reducing the time

and effort required for each trap by car. As neotradltlonal planners have pointed out, tbas will reduce the

length of each trap. However, It follows from our characterazatlon of travel demand that people, m the

aggregate, will also take more traps by car Tlus part of the result is unambiguous. The mdeterrmnate

part of the story is whether they take enough new traps to more than offset the shorter trap length,

resultmg in more travel overall. This outcome depends on how individuals assess the Importance of trip

length, and overall access, on trap frequency. Not only will this evaluatlon differ from one individual to

another, it wdl critically depend on other charactensttcs of the land use and circulation environment

Hence, a change m land use that Improves commuruty access overall may or may not reduce auto travel.

Within the evaluative framework of neotradltlonal planning, the impact of a time sawngs on car

trap demand is thus theoretically mdeterrrunate. An increase in accessibility both encourages and

&scourages automobile travel in part, leavang the net effect impossible to determine a przor~. As shown in

the Appendix, the number of traps by car is more hkely to rise with a decrease In the time per trip the

larger Is the magrutude of the substitution effect relative to the income effect. In the specaal case where
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the compensated cross-price elasticity of demand for car trips Is zero, which revolves unhkely restmctlons

on travel preferences, the number of desared auto trips wlU unambiguously rise wath an increase in access.

It will also rise so long as fife substRutaon effect remains suffioently small If trap demand Is sufficlently

prlce-elastac or the cross-price elastioty as suffioently positive, however, automobale travel will fall. The

substantive point of thin paper as that the magmtude of these elastlotles will depend on local

carcumstances, such as the avallablhty of close substitutes for car travel, and cannot be stated generally

4. C~vslng Remarks

The increase m access associated with neotraditlonal neighborhood design typically reduces the

cost of travel for all modes All things considered, people w~ll hkely take more traps They could take

enough new trips to more than offset the shorter trip length, resulting an more travel overall A direct

consequence is that a change in land use and street configuration improving commumty access, even If

transat- and pedestrian-oriented access are improved the most, may or may not reduce auto travel. It may

well increase it, partlcularly ff the demand for auto travel is relatively pmce-elastlc and/or income-elastic

Even ff caF travel falls with access, Ignoring the higher trip frequency associated with more open

orculatlon patterns is masleadmg, and thus overstates the potential transportation benefits of the design

Careful empmcal study of these issues Is surpmsmgly rare It is tempting to conclude that many

urban designers and transportataon planners have taken the neotraditlonal argument at face value, at least

wlth respect to travel impacts° If true, the assessment is premature, as avaalable analyses offer httle

conclusive evidence that ’new suburban’ planrung influences travel behawor in any way other than

shortemng the average trip. In some instances behavior toward tnp frequencies and mode spht appears to

be relatively melastac with respect to access, although the~e relationships have been analyzed for statistical

slgrufi cance m only a few cases. Iri the most thorough study done to date, Handy (1992b) presents evzdence

that trip frequenoes usually increase with access, wh~le the net effect on total travel is much less clear

In faarness, though neotraditlonal desagners have hkeIy been overly enthus~astac m their

arguments that such desagns have auto travel benefits, they are generally careful to emphasaze the many

needed complementary elements of such strategies It is mainly traffic engineers and land use planners

who have focused on the traffic advantages of the grid without considering its impact on trip frequency,

and without emphasazmg the attendant need to make pedestrian travel more pleasant and sooal (e.g,
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Kulash, Anghn and Marks, 1990; Freedman, Gordon and Peers, 1992, McNally and Ryan, 1993) Though

most neotradltlonal developments probably have traffic benefits, these are hkely due to features that

’calm traffic’ and cluster destinations wlthm walkang distance than the collateral benefits of a gmd-hke

subdivision form. These benefits are also less hkely to affect commuting and major shopping than other

kands of trips In the end it seems evident that the relationship between a ’legible’ street pattern and car

vs pedestrian travel is simply one that has not been deeply exarmned.

In the face of incomplete knowledge, planners have begun to experiment w~th ’contingency

standards’, which are themselves dependent on the actual behavior generated by a development rather

than design prormses San Diego County has designed a contingency transportation plan for the 2.3,000

acre ’neotradltlonal’ Otay Ranch development, eventually to contain as many as 80,000 res,dents If the

development does generate fewer than the standard number of auto traps per household, as Rs

designers intend but cannot guarantee, traffic engineers have agreed to convert some of the lanes on

arterlals to open space (Calavlta, 1993) In the interim, however, streets must conform to exmtmg codes

It is worth repeating that the purpose of tbas paper is not to disagree with w~at neotradltlonal and

pedestrmn-orlented planners have m n-and Their approach to the modem suburb IS substantially more

thoughtful and functional than that characterizing the typical suburban development In most respects,

moreover, the new suburban model appears to satisfy its design objectlveso At the same hme, the results

developed here suggest that the transportation benefits of neotradltlonal design are hkely overstated. The

mmn problem with these benefits is that m nearly all instances, they are expected to follow from each and

every feature of a neotradltional traffic plan. Thus much attention has been devoted to what is perhaps

the easlest element to implement, a rectlhnear grid street plan, often to the exduslon of other, more

prormsmg features. The fact that a gr~d, by Itself, may cause more traffic problems than it solves has

shp p ed between the cracks
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AppendLx An Illustrative Model of the Impact of Trip Length on Mode Spht and Trip Frequency

To focus on the behavior of interest within a standard mlcroeconormc model of behavtor (e g,

Kreps (1990)), say that mdavlduals have tastes over only three commodatles the number of trips they

complete by car, those they complete by foot, and a composate good representing all other consumption.

A ’trip’ Is thus defined as a hedomc index of the quanttty and kands of goods one obtains during each sort

of trap, measured m the umts of tame required to complete each trip. Thas samphficatlon substanhally

strea]wdmes the exposLtmn while not affecting the quahtatlve results We ignore non-tame constraints to

emphasize the influence of the time requared for a trlp in each mode on the choice of the number of traps

m each mode, and we assume that trap tame as closely related to trap length In thas case, the deaslon

process behind the choice of the number of trips may be written as the constrained maxlmlzatmn problem

of choosing the number of traps by each mode and other consumptaon to,

max U( a ,w~x 

st yffix+a~+wpw

where U as a stractly quasi-concave utlhty functmn, a Is the number of trips by automobile, w as the

number of trips by walking, x is a composate of the time spent on other actavataes, Pats the tame per trip

for travel by automobile, Pw as the tame per trap for walking, and y is the total tame available for travel

(whach we take as fixed) The solutmn to thin problem is then summarized by the trap demand functaons

a(Pa,Pw ,Y) and w(pa, Pw ,Y). Estamable forms of these demand functaons may be obtained by specifying
a partacular form for U (e g., see Domencich and McFadden, 1975. and Small, i992, for chscusslons and

alternative approaches)

The mare lessons of thas paper can be demved for general preferences via some simple comparative

statacs° The relataonshap between the hme required for each trip m each mode and land use as captured by

a shift parameter v, where an increase in v decreases the time per trap 14 Hence, for small changes m v,
the deravatlve ~v < 0 for ~ -- a,w. Treating trips as a continuous variable for convemence, and denoting

total travel by T ffi apa + wpw, an approxamate measure of the change In tame spent traveling as simply the

total denvatave,

dT dpa dp,,, da dw
--d~v = a -~v + w -~v + p a ~v + pw -~v (1)

Thas equataon summarizes the mode splat and travel behavmr of an individual benefiting from increased

access, as measured by a reductmn m the time necessary to complete a trap of any given length The first

two terms on the raght-hand sade of (1) measure the effect of decreased dastances for the gaven number 

trips m each mode. These enter (1) negatavely by assumptmn. The latter two terms are the reduced effect

on the number of trips m each mode One maght expect each of these to be posatave, as argued in Section

3, but .a closer look reveals the potentaal for substantaal ambagmty.

For example, the number of car trips responds to a small change m the time per trip m both modes
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according to the total derivative,

dr @a dr @w dr
(2)

The’ first term on the right-hand side as the change m the desired number of trips by car reduced by the

tlme sawngs per trap Tbas as hkely pos:tlve, as can be seen from the Slutksy decomposRlon for 0__a_a
@a"

where aa-’--~c .. ~(P ’ p ,U) < 0 as the change m the compensated demand for auto traps and aa is the

Oa oa
income effect of the price change. If automobile traps are a normal good, then -- > 0 and must bedy dpa

negative Tbas is just another way of saying that the demand curve for automobile trips is downward

sloping. Hence, the first term m (2) is poslhve

The number of car traps can fall with a decrease m trap length, however, ff the second term m (2) 

sufhclently negative. Tl’us term represents the effect of a decrease m walking tame on car trips° As it

becomes easmr to walk, owing to a better system of walkways, shorter d~stances, better landscaping, etc,

we nught expect people to substitute walkang traps for car traps Indeed, flus possfbfllty is often

menhoned as the predicted outcome of the gnd-hke land use patterns assoaated wRh neotradR1onal

ne:ghborhood design What is often neglected as the first term m (2). The Slutsky equation for the second

term m (2) 

Oa oac da- -- - w-- (3)op w ap w oy

where Oac cTa( Pa’Pw’U)-- .. > 0. If automobile trips are a normal good, then ~ as poslhve Hence the
@w °Pw °Pw

sign of (3) is indeterminate. The cross-price effect is more hkely to be posltlve the larger the substitution

effect and the smaller the income effect.

Subshtutmg, the total change m the desared number of trips by car may be wmtten as,

The second term on the right-hand side of tl’us expression is negahve. The other terms enter posmvely,

lea wng the Impact of a time sawngs on car trap demand theoretically mdetermanate. The number of traps

by .car Is more likely to rise with a decrease m the ttme per trap the larger :s the magmtude of the own-

price effect (the first term) relahve to the cross-price effect (the second term) and the income effect 
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third term) In the speaal case where the compensated cross-pmce elasticity of demand for car trlps is

zero, which revolves unhkely restrictions on travel preferences, the number of desired auto trips will

unambiguously rise with an increase m access. It w1II also rose so long as the substitution effect remains

sufficiently small

The effect on only automobile travel of an increase m access ~s

d( aPa ) dPa da
d v = a~ + Pa dv

(4)

where Eapa <0 is the own-pmce elasticity of demand for traps by car A sufficxent cond~tlon for the right-

hand side of (4) to be negative, and hence for auto travel to decrease as access rises, is that Capa > -1 and

3a
< 0. In that case, the number of desired tnps by car does not increase enough to offset the shorter trip

3Pw

dl~ances, and total travel falls. If the pnce-elastlaty of trip demand ~s sufficiently elastic or the cross-

price elastlaty is sufficmnfly positive, however, the mght-hand sade of (4) wall be positive The magrutude

of these elastaat~es will depend on local arcumstances, such as the available of close substatutes for car

travel, and cannot be stated generally

The change m the share of all trips that take place by car ~s,

dd a~~+ w I (wda a dw)

"~ ~+ w \ "~v a + w -d~v

A sufficient condltmn for thas to fall as that walking trips increase and auto trips fall However, it can rase

ff either walking trips fall a suffiaent amount or ff auto traps rme sufficmntly This would depend on the

beha~noral parameters ldentafied above.
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NOTES

1Other recent chscussxons of their’work are found m Abrams (1986), Boles (1989), Bookout (1992b), Dunlop (1989, 1991), 

(1989), Knack (1989), Leccese (1990), Mahoney and Easterlmg (1991), Rowe (1991), and Ryan and McNatly 

2The rmxed views tb, e architectural profesmon has held toward the suburbs ~s perhaps part of the story, rangmg from chsdmn to

merely aesthehc See the chscussmn m Boles (1989)

3Except, as Calthorpe (1993) emphases, trachhonal small towns tend to lack the denslhes required to support transit Fmk also

(1993) argues that the neotrachhonal model, based m many ways on the prototyFncal ’Eastern’ small town, does not apply well

to tl-,e more decentrahzed character of the western U S

4Intereshngly, Duany (1989) emphasizes that these commuruhes are not typically perrmtted under standard building and

ptannmg codes A-central feature of his fawn’s town plans have been theft codes, which both provide for more flerablhty m

some respects, such as allowing narrower streets, and less m others, such as prescribing design gmdehnes for mdavldual

s~uchares Clear descnphons of how ~aelghborhood and a planmng department rmght change street codes to benefit exzs~ng

neighborhoods are found, respecbvely, m Appleyard (1981) and Fernandez (1994)

5Alternat~ve~ews of the street ’grid’ as a demgn element represenhng spatmt ’afatudes" as well as form, m theory and

historical practice, are found m N:tschke (1966), Groth (1981) and Kostof (199t)

6A sampling includes Calthorpe (1993), Bookout (1992a), Duany and Plater-Zyberk (1992), Kulash, Anghn and Marks (1990),

Bemlborn, et al (1991), Lemer-Lam, et al (1991), and Ryan and McNalIy (1994) More doubtful assessments are found 

Kap]an (1990), Leccese (1990), and Handy (1991)

7Many of the broader issues concerrang the hnkages between land uses and transportatmn behavmr are chscussed m, for

example, Cervero (1989), Deakm (1991), G:uhano (1989) and Handy (1 

8See Maddlesex Somerset Mercer Regaonal Council (1992) for a survey and new ev:dence that increasing denslhes and nuxmg

uses can s~gruflcantly decrease both VMT and auto trips

9HolJtzclaw defines ’pedestrian access’ as (frachon of through streets)x(fractmn of roadway below 5 percent

grade)x(0 33)/(frachon of blocks with walks) + (braiding entry setback) + (fractaon of streets w:th controlled traffic 

10Access has been measured m many ways, but m often used to capture scale as well as chstance (Handy, 1992b, 1992c) The

number and chvermty of potentml destmahons wlttun some specafied chstance, such as the number of grocery stores and

restaurants, is a typical measure (Hanson and Schwab, 1987) In pracl~ce, node composmon as well as the spahal chstnbuhon 

nodes thus both mattei To keep the bamc story strmghfforward, this paper abstracts from all aspects of access but hnear
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dastan(e Increasing the diversity of deshnahons clearly affects the attrachveness of any travel mode for any given travel

&stance, however, but at does not qual~tahvely affect the logic of the argument

11Handy (1992b) as the only source I am aware of wbach exphatly notes this consequence of reducing mp length

12Extenchng the story to allow for more travel modes, such as transit and bmyclmg, would comphcate the narrative and

analyl~cs vathout changing the quahtatave nature of the results

13I employ the term ’demand curve’ somewhat differently than its usual usage, as at gives the preferred mode corresponchng to the

total cost of an entire hap, not the number of haps or the hap length per umt cost

14As suggested by a referee, a fuller treatment would decompose the tune per hap into the product of trip length m miles

m~ and tnne per mtle t~, 1 e, le~ng p$ ,, rr~ x t~ for $ = a, w We could then exan’ane the independent effects of land use and

street patterns on the wales per trip and the tune per rmle, and m turn the impact of each on the txme per hap Thts is especially

rrnporta~nt for exarmmng pedeshaan haps, wl’uch are perhaps as dependent on the length of a trlp as on the tzme at requtres
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